PHONING IN DATA

Far from being just an accessory, mobile phones are starting to be used to collect data in an increasing number of disciplines. Roberta Kwok looks into their potential.

When Martin Lukac felt a small earthquake rattle his Los Angeles apartment, he immediately thought of the mobile phone lying on his desk. Two weeks earlier, he had programmed the phone to capture readings from its built-in accelerometer, a sensor originally intended to support features such as games. Now, Lukac — a doctoral student in computer science at the University of California, Los Angeles — transferred the phone’s data to his computer and saw the readings plotted as a series of tell-tale spikes. Success! His phone had become a mobile seismometer.

Such moments are happening more and more often these days, as researchers seek out innovative ways to exploit mobile phones. The opportunities are tantalizing. Phones are increasingly being equipped with not only accelerometers, but also cameras, Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers and Internet connectivity. Many of them can support programs devised by anyone, not just the phone’s manufacturer, which means that digitally savvy scientists can write and distribute mobile-phone software for everything from monitoring traffic to reporting invasive species.

And perhaps best of all for the budget-conscious researcher, the phones are almost ubiquitous. There are now about six mobile phone subscriptions for every ten people in the world, according to a March report from the International Telecommunication Union, based in Geneva, Switzerland. And the GSM Association, a mobile-communications industry trade group, announced in February that the number of mobile-phone connections worldwide had hit 4 billion and was expected to reach 6 billion by 2013.

“We’ve really never had a technology other than human observation itself that is as pervasively deployed out in the world,” says Deborah Estrin, Lukac’s adviser and director of the Center for Embedded Networked Sensing (CENS) at the University of California, Los Angeles.

Despite the challenges in harnessing mobile phones, including privacy protection and unpredictable data flow, projects such as Lukac’s are starting to emerge in a number of disciplines, from medical imaging to human behaviour.

Location, location, location

One of the most enticing features of mobile phones for researchers is GPS, which uses satellite data to pinpoint a phone’s location. Once mobile phones got GPS, says Quinn Jacobson, a computer engineer at the Nokia Research Center in Palo Alto, California, they suddenly had an “awareness of where they were in the world”.

This makes mobile phones a natural tool to study road traffic, says Alexandre Bayen, a systems engineer at the University of California, Berkeley, who is collaborating with Jacobson. Today, Bayen says, traffic is often monitored with equipment such as cameras, radar and sensors embedded in the pavement. But mobile phones could provide a cheaper way to collect the information, because scientists can piggyback on the phone companies’ existing communications infrastructure. There’s no need to “send a crew with a truck to dig a hole in the highway”, says Bayen.

In November last year, Bayen’s team launched Mobile Millennium: a project to generate real-time traffic estimates with GPS-enabled mobile...
Because mobile phones can travel into areas that lack other sensors, they are revealing traffic flow on smaller, previously unmonitored roads outside the highway system. "For the first time, we’re seeing very rich data on these types of roads," says Jacobson. The team conducted a pilot study with 100 cars driving 10–16-kilometre loops in February last year and found that the phones captured velocity patterns similar to those obtained by underground sensors, including the congestion resulting from a five-car accident. When mobile-phone data are fused with other sensor data, "you can get enormous gains in accuracy," says Bayen.

The idea of using mobile-phone data to monitor traffic is not new, but Mobile Millennium has managed larger-scale deployment than most academic research efforts, says Jean-Luc Ygnace, a research engineer at the French National Institute for Transport and Safety Research in Bron. The next challenge will be to recruit enough drivers to get sufficient data over a large road network, he says.

All corners of the world

Mobile phones have managed to penetrate parts of the globe where other infrastructure is absent. In the developing world, mobile-phone subscriptions have skyrocketed from nearly zero a decade ago to 50% of today’s population. Fixed telephone lines reach fewer than one-sixth of the people there.

Boris Rubinsky first really appreciated this reality when he visited an Indian village at the foothills of the Himalayas in 2005. Children were washing themselves in the river, and animals roamed across the roads. "Suddenly, in the middle of the street, you see a person walking around with a cellular phone," says Rubinsky, a bioengineer at the University of California, Berkeley, and director of the Center for Bioengineering in the Service of Humanity and Society at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem in Israel. "It dawned on me that cellular phones are everywhere." Rubinsky decided to use the phones to address a specific problem in the developing world: the lack of access to medical imaging. Imaging equipment typically includes components for data capture, processing and display, which together tend to be expensive and difficult to maintain. But with a mobile phone, Rubinsky reasoned, a doctor in a remote village could transmit raw measurements from a relatively inexpensive data-collection device, such as an ultrasound transducer, to a processing centre in a major city. The centre would then reconstruct the image and transmit it back to the phone.

In a study published last year, Rubinsky’s team did a proof-of-principle test of their system with a procedure called electrical impedance tomography, in which a device applies current to a patient’s tissues and measures the resulting voltage. In this case the voltage readings were from a simulated breast tumour. But the researchers were able to move the data through every step of the process until the image appeared on the phone. "The data are extremely simple, and that’s the beauty of it," says Rubinsky. He published another study this month in which the system was used to classify tissue. Rubinsky is planning field trials of his system in Mexico within the next few months to see whether it can detect internal bleeding.

Other groups are creating mobile-phone applications to conduct health surveys, analyse blood samples and report natural disasters. "For those of us working in the developing world, that’s the platform of choice," says Gaetano Borriello, a computer engineer at Google and the University of Washington in Seattle who explores how technology can improve health care in underserved populations.

Eyes on the ground

Mobile phones also have the potential to enhance the role of the citizen scientist. Information collected by non-scientists has traditionally been seen as suspect because it is difficult to verify, says Estrin. But with the help of mobile-phone cameras and GPS, which can label data with a precise location, observations taken by everyday citizens could become more reliable. "The fact that people can do real-time uploading of geo-tagged information changes that story," she says.

Estrin’s team is working on a set of projects that will enlist citizens to submit field observations via mobile phone to a central database. One campaign is tracking the appearance of harmful algal blooms; another, scheduled to be opened to the public in July, will monitor invasive species in California’s Santa Monica Mountains. Participants will be able to send in geo-tagged pictures, with optional text messages to describe each photo, says Estrin. By next year, the team also plans to supply a phone-based reporting system for Project BudBurst, a citizen-science effort to measure the effect of climate change on plant blooming. Meanwhile, Lukac and his colleagues are hoping to deploy a test set of accelerometer-equipped phones in an earthquake-prone area and eventually establish a mobile seismic network.

Mobile phones may "open up the demographics of the people who could participate" in citizen science, says Jeff Goldman, director of programme development at CENS. Instead of having to remember to enter information or pictures through a website after the fact, people will be able to relay their observations directly from the field. Estrin notes that mobile phones also offer two-way communication, allowing participants to receive reminders and instructions depending on the time or location.

Other researchers are hoping to use mobile phones as communication hubs for external sensors. Sarah Williams, director of the Spatial Information Design Lab at Columbia University in New York, and her colleagues are working to attach air-quality sensors to

"It dawned on me that cellular phones are everywhere."
— Boris Rubinsky
mobile phones so that people can send pollution measurements via text message to a central database. And a group led by computer scientist Eiman Kanjo at the University of Cambridge, UK, has developed a system that allows phones to receive data from wireless sensors that measure carbon monoxide concentrations, temperature and other environmental conditions. Kanjo’s team gave the mobile sensing system to cycling couriers in Cambridge to collect readings throughout the city and is now analysing the data.

Our phones, our selves

One obvious, but important, feature of mobile phones is that they are carried by people. So researchers such as Nathan Eagle, a computer scientist at the Santa Fe Institute in New Mexico, can use them to get glimpses into human movement and behaviour.

In an experiment at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge during 2004–05, Eagle and his colleagues recorded call logs and location data from mobile phones carried by 100 students and staff — all volunteers — over nine months. They also detected when people were in close proximity to the users by scanning for radiofrequency signals emitted by nearby mobile phones. Using the phone data, Eagle’s team was able to classify students studying business from those studying other subjects with 96% accuracy. If the researchers examined only the first 12 hours of a user’s day, they could correctly predict the person’s movements for the rest of the day 79% of the time.

“We think about behaviour as a very high-dimensional thing,” says Eagle. “In reality, and depressingly, you can compress my behaviour down to a few vectors,” he says.

Larger-scale experiments are also starting to emerge. Last June, Albert-László Barabási and his colleagues at Northeastern University in Boston, Massachusetts, published a study in Nature that analysed the movements of 100,000 mobile-phone users. Eagle is now working with Barabási’s group and others to examine phone-operator data from a range of geographic areas, including records for millions of mobile-phone users in Europe and two East African countries. Eventually, Eagle hopes to detect common behavioural patterns, such as changes in movement or calling frequency, that occur during disease outbreaks, which could help alert public-health officials to the early stages of an epidemic.

Eagle’s research illustrates how mobile phones can be used to collect accurate, large-scale data about real social interactions, unlike other methods such as interviews or virtual-world observations, says Jon Kleinberg, a computer scientist who studies social networks at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York. Neil Ferguson, a mathematical epidemiologist at Imperial College London, UK, who plans to collaborate with Eagle, says that although mobile-phone use in places such as Africa may not reflect a representative sample of the population, these insights into micросcale social networks could help support more fine-grained models of the spread of disease.

At the other end of the spectrum, some groups are exploring public-health applications at the individual level. Researchers at CENS and Intel Research Seattle in Washington, for instance, are developing mobile-phone programs to help users monitor their diet and physical activity.

Hang-ups ahead

The scientists doing these experiments readily admit that mobile phones are not the perfect tool. For one thing, the sensors on a phone are usually not high-quality because they must be small and inexpensive. “You don’t want your phone to cost US$20,000,” says Bayen. Because researchers cannot dictate what manufacturers include on a phone, the observations that can be performed are limited. And although features such as air-pollution sensors could conceivably be packaged into a mobile phone, people do not always carry their phones in ways that would make them useful as scientific instruments. “Sure, I’d love some air chemistry,” says Estrin. “But what does the air chemistry in my purse mean?”

And as mobile phones now provide more information about their users than ever before, researchers must tread carefully to ensure they do not invade users’ privacy (see page 968). In some cases, the users are volunteers who agree to be studied. The data from phone operators in Europe and Africa are anonymized, says Eagle. Mobile Millennium relies on a concept called ‘virtual trip lines’, in which velocity readings are triggered as users pass into predetermined road segments, rather than tracking drivers throughout their journey. The data are encrypted, says Bayen, and Nokia strips out personal information about the user before passing them on to the modelling team.

Once they get the data, researchers must contend with an erratic flow of information. Bayen’s group is working to improve mathematical models so that they can handle traffic readings from unpredictable locations, but the reliability of the system fluctuates depending on how many measurements are submitted at the time. “Suddenly you get tons of data, and the next hour you don’t get any,” says Bayen. Scientists may find it difficult to get enough data to validate their approaches without help from industry, says Jacobson. “A lot of this research needs to be taken out on a commercial scale to even test the fundamental premise,” he says.

Despite the challenges, researchers are excited about the possibilities of a planet-wide network of these miniature travelling computers. About 85% of the world’s population has access to a mobile signal, says Susan Teltscher, head of the Market Information and Statistics Division at the International Telecommunication Union, and there is still a “huge potential” for more growth. Jacobson envisions that as sensors continue to drop in size, phones could boast even more sophisticated features.

Although mobile phones will not replace traditional scientific instruments, says Estrin, they make up in availability for what they lack in finesse. “If you can’t go to the field with the sensor you want,” she says, “go with the sensor you have.”

Roberta Kwok is a freelance science writer based in California.
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Big Brother has evolved

Tracking someone’s movements can now be done cheaply and easily, and there are few restrictions on who can monitor whom, says Jerome E. Dobson.

If you’re still getting used to the idea that closed-circuit television (CCTV) has turned some public spaces into a modern panopticon — the all-seeing prison-like building conceived by eighteenth-century architect Samuel Bentham — then you’re in for a shock. The next generation of surveillance technologies is making even George Orwell’s Big Brother seem amateurish, with huge implications for privacy and personal freedom.

Although CCTV is passive — you get spotted only if you are in front of a camera — other tools now offer constant surveillance. They are best described as human-tracking systems: devices that allow the electronic monitoring of individuals 24 hours a day, using geographic information systems (GIS), Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers and two-way communication. The technology has been around for a while. Courier companies, for example, use tracking systems to monitor goods in transit. What is new is the extent to which they are being used to monitor the movement of people, in some cases without their knowledge.

There is no shortage of available devices. A GPS receiver and radio-frequency identification (RFID) transmitter can be installed in a bracelet, tag or mobile phone, or implanted under the skin, and the carrier’s coordinates transmitted to a service provider. The device’s location can then be matched to any feature locatable in a GIS, such as a specific street or building. Some devices go even further, recording physiological functions such as body temperature, heart rate and perspiration.

None of this demands great technological sophistication on the user’s part. Indeed, it is possible to get effective results using a standard mobile phone. Triangulating a handset’s radio signals among nearby mobile-phone masts can give reasonably accurate coordinates, and some mobile phones come with GPS receivers. A laptop computer logged onto a wireless network can be tracked in the same way.

Electronic human-tracking systems have many positive applications. For example, they allow law-enforcement services to monitor offenders in their communities rather than imprison them. Families can use them to keep an eye on relatives with Alzheimer’s disease in case they wander away from home. The technologies are highly effective, easy to use and relatively cheap. In fewer than five years, the annual cost of continuous surveillance of an individual has fallen from several hundred thousand dollars to less than US$500.

This means that technology that was once exclusively the domain of national security and high-stakes commerce is now available to anyone. For example, it is fairly easy for a spouse to obtain a device or service that enables him or her to follow a partner’s every step; or for a parent to acquire a tracking device that can be locked to a child’s wrist; or for employers to monitor the movements of their staff. Xora, a mobile-resource-management company in Mountain View, California, claimed to be tracking more than 50,000 employees at 4,500 companies in 2005 (the latest year it made such information available).

Manufacturers of human-tracking systems refer to them as ‘geofencing’ products. Yet geofencing, if done coercively or surreptitiously, can quickly lead to ‘geoslavery’1, in which the person doing the monitoring has significant control over the target, including the power to reprimand or punish. It is easy to see how well-intentioned monitoring can evolve into something troublesome. Many people would agree, for example, that parents have a right to know their children’s whereabouts, but round-the-clock surveillance and control is a more dubious prospect. Similarly, every government has a right and duty to monitor suspected foreign terrorists, but tagging all immigrants would raise serious human-rights concerns.

Manufacturers cannot be held responsible for the ways in which some people might use their products, but human-tracking devices are bound to amplify some of the more extreme tendencies of human nature. How can we protect against that? A standard test should be to ask what its analogue form would have been called before GPS came along and what laws and customs applied. Was it parenting, care-giving, delivery tracking or, alternatively, incarceration, branding, stalking, slavery? These answers will help each country and culture determine how its laws, customs and institutions should be changed.

It is also crucial to address the ethical issues of human tracking in scientific research. Consider the controversy last year over a study on human mobility patterns by Marta González and her colleagues at Northeastern University in Boston, Massachusetts2. The group used information from 100,000 people’s mobile-phone records over 6 months to track the users without their knowledge or consent. The European telecommunications company that provided the data claims to have anonymized it. Critics, however, say anonymity does not equal consent, and geography is identity. Find where each phone spends most of the day or night and then look up the street addresses. From these it is often possible to determine the owner’s name, residence and workplace. Ethical guidelines are needed to ensure that investigators understand the risks as well as the benefits of new research opportunities.

The social-networking benefits of human-tracking systems will surely be substantial, for example, for friends who want to find, and stay in touch with, each other while on the move — Google Latitude offers a tracking service for free. Just as surely, the technology is bound to alter all sorts of social relationships: husband–wife, parent–child, teenager–teenager, employer–employee, government–citizen, seller–customer, researcher–subject, criminal–victim. We have entered a grand social experiment as momentous as any in our past. We have entered a grand social experiment as momentous as any in our past and yet one so insidious that hardly anyone seems to have noticed.

Jerome E. Dobson is in the Department of Geography at the University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045, USA.
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See also News Feature, page 959.